Identification of De Novo DNMT3A Mutations That Cause West Syndrome by Using Whole-Exome Sequencing.
Epileptic encephalopathies (EEs) are a group of severe neurodevelopmental disorders with extreme genetic heterogeneity. Recent trio-based whole-exome sequencing (WES) studies have demonstrated that de novo mutations (DNMs) play prominent roles in severe EE. In this study, we searched for potential causal DNMs by using high-coverage WES of four unrelated Chinese parent-offspring trios affected by West syndrome. Through extensive bioinformatic analysis, we identified three novel DNMs in DNMT3A, CDKL5, and MAMDC2 in three trios and two compound heterozygous mutations in KMT2A in one trio. The DNMs in CDKL5 and DNMT3A were considered to be deleterious on the basis of the consensus of several genetic damage prediction tools. In addition, spatiotemporal expression patterns revealed a high level of DNMT3A expression during the early embryonic stage in nearly all brain regions. We also observed that certain high-confidence genes for epilepsy were shared among the co-expression and genetic interaction networks of DNMT3A, CDKL5, and KMT2A. Furthermore, all the candidate epilepsy genes in the co-expression network of DNMT3A were significantly enriched in the early developmental stages of the brain according to a rank-based enrichment test. In particular, we found that the DNMs of DNMT3A were shared among EE, autism spectrum disorder (ASD), and intellectual disability (ID) and mainly occurred in the functional domain of DNMT3A. Together, our findings support an association between DNMT3A mutations and EE susceptibility and suggest a shared molecular pathophysiology among EE and other neuropsychiatric disorders.